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IN THE NAME OF MY FATHER
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Friday January 16th, 2009
What did Go Wrong?
On January 16th, 1979 His Imperial Majesty, Light of Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
left Iran as stream of tears were running from His Imperial Majesty's cheeks.
The above historical event brought joy, and happiness to Marxist-Islamist factions by witnessing a
great historical figure was walking away from Iran that His Imperial Majesty built Iran from nothing to
something astonishing. The Marxist-Islamist factions were celebrating in streets as His Imperial
Majesty left Iran. There were cars in streets as they were honking their cars, and wipers of their cars
were pulled away from windshield of their cars, and were moving left and right which were
symbolizing great joy of hearing the news that His Imperial Majesty left Iran.
People were dancing in streets, and cheering each other by any means that they could do. However,
these naïve people did not realize that dark clouds were charging at them with speed of light to over
shadow their life, and these dark clouds were about to take away their self-respect, dignity, history,
culture, industrialization, oil revenue, modernization, and many more human values or development
from them as this pen would run out of ink to record them on this paper.
The dark clouds began to cover Iran, and thunder lighting began to frighten people, there came Zahak
with two serpents on his shoulders out of ancient land of Persia to spread its venom, malice, and cruelty
to anywhere possible. This Zahak was charging at people, yanking their skulls, as blood of victims
would flush out of victims profusely and Zahak would began to consume blood of victims to its
serpents. Taste of human blood gave Zahak feeling of lust, and sensation of comfort. Zahak wanted
more blood, and there were henchmen of Zahak who would grab wo/men in street for Zahak's next
preys. These victims would beg for mercy as they would be ushered to dungeon of mullah, where there
were companies of scorpions, and snakes to feed on their flash and blood, and awaiting in horror for
Zahak to finish them in gruesome death and putting them out of their wretch of misery.
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There were outcries of mothers, and children that they could be heard of from every corner of the
streets for loss of their loved one in dungeon of mullah, mothers began to look everywhere for their
children in frenzy, but all their children were in mullah's dungeon, and awaiting for their final journey
in state of fear of death. No one was happy anymore, sadness, ugliness, and bitterness became dominate
theme of society. Still, to this very day, there are some among us who begin to ask; what did go wrong?
Simply, people made His Imperial Majesty, Light of Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza Pahlavi to
cry, after what His Imperial Majesty, Light of Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza Pahlavi had
done for Iran and Iranian.
The below clips are lights of freedom for Iran.
1.http://www.alineshat.com/sarbazanmain.asp
2. http://www.alineshat.com/sarbazanmain.asp
3. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0XIfmb66R8&feature=channel_page
Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran
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